
Curriculum Map - Year 3



Our School Creed
This is our school, 

Let peace dwell here, 

Let the school be full of contentment, 

Let love abide here, 

Love of our school, 

Love of one another, 

Love of mankind, 

Love of life itself 

And love of Jesus. 

Let us remember That as many hand built our school, So many hearts make our 
school. 

Amen



Headteachers Introduction

Welcome to the new academic year 2021- 2022! It is very 
much hoped that we will have an uninterrupted year and 

that we can start to reintroduce more enrichment 
opportunities to go alongside the curriculum.These 

presentations will aim to provide information about the 
curriculum your child will follow this year.

We hope to be able to work more in partnership with 
parents as we develop the children’s knowledge and 
skills in all subjects. We look forward to working with 

you this year.



Attendance

Attendance at school is extremely important to ensure all pupils achieve 
their full academic achievement.

Regular attendance means attending school every day, arriving at school on 
time and attending every lesson.

Gates open at 8.40am and children are expected to be in their classrooms 
at 8.50am.

Gates will close at 8:55am. Any arrivals after that time will need to sign in 
via the main office.

Registers are taken at 8.55am; children who are not in class when the 
register is taken will be marked as late. 

The register closes at 9.00am; children still not present at this point are 
classed as absent.



Attendance Continued

Absence during term-time interrupts continuity of teaching and learning 
and disrupts the educational progress of individual children. We do 
recognise there will be occasions where children will be absent from 
school due to illness and/or unavoidable medical appointments.

If your child is unwell or needs to attend a medical appointment please 
call or email the school office as soon as possible. 

As part of our safeguarding procedures, we call families if a child is not 
present at registration and we have not been alerted to the absence by 
their parent/carer. Please ensure that we have at least 2 contacts on file 
and their details are up to date.

Attendance is regularly monitored internally and by Surrey County 
Council; we work in partnership with parents to ensure that children 
attend school and will contact parents to discuss any concerns;

Please contact the school if you have any concerns about attendance - 
we are here to help.



Behaviour and Relationships

Our policy incorporates developing positive behaviour for 
learning and relationships, with managing behaviour in 
school (rewards and sanctions).

Each class sets out clear expectations for behaviour and 
we use a consistent reward chart across the whole 
school.

We work with children in class, in small groups and 
individually to support the development of healthy 
relationships. We also work closely with parents so that 
we take a holistic approach to this area of development.



Our Core Values

Respect - For God and his creation and everyone and everything around me. Listen, 
show gratitude, value, include, collaborate and be honest. 

Responsibility - For my actions, behaviour, learning, honesty, attitude, equipment 
and decision making. 

Resilience –We enjoy challenges that require us to take risks, problem solve, think 
critically and enquire, because we believe in ourselves. If at first, we don’t 
succeed, we try again. 

Empathy – We understand and value how other people feel and consider their 
emotions. 

Adaptability – We can reflect and adapt to working independently and 
collaboratively. 

Ambition – We have high expectations for ourselves, the community and wider 
world, as well as being proud of our achievements.



Our Wheel of Wellbeing

Body – being active and keeping 
healthy

Mind – promoting lifelong learning 
and being open to trying new things 

Spirit – looking out for others, 
practising random acts of kindness, 
giving thanks 

People – connecting with others 

Place – savouring our surroundings

Planet – looking after our planet



Our Wheel of Wellbeing

As part of our wellbeing focus, we also have 5 questions we ask each 
pupil should they feel the need to talk to one of our staff about an 
issue that has occurred. Our 5 magic questions are:

● What happened?
● What were you thinking?
● How were you feeling?
● Who else has been affected?
● What do you need / or have to do so that the 

harm can be repaired?



Assessment at St Joseph’s

● All children are assessed against the National 
Curriculum objectives.

● Based on the objectives taught, children will be 
assessed as one of the following:

○ Greater Depth
○ Expected
○ Working Towards
○ Below

● Information on where your child is working will be 
relayed during parents evening and at the end of the 
year. 



Religious Education
As a Catholic school Religious Education is a core subject and is planned, taught, assessed and 
monitored with the same rigour as other core curriculum subjects. The outcome of Religious 
Education is religiously literate and engaged young people who have the knowledge, understanding 
and skills – appropriate to their age and capacity – to reflect spiritually, and think ethically and 
theologically, and who are aware of the demands of religious commitment in everyday life. (Religious 
Education Curriculum Directory, Catholic Bishops’ Conference, 2012, p.6)

RE is split into three important strands: Catholic Life, Teaching and Learning and Collective Worship.

RE Syllabus: 
St Joseph’s uses the Religious Education Programme ‘Come and See’ by Victoria Hummell. This 
programme follows the Diocesan Syllabus approved by the Catholic Bishops of England and Wales and 
adopted by the Diocese of Arundel and Brighton. 
Teaching Time Allocation: (This does not include times of Collective Worship)is 10 % of the time table.

Collective Worship:
● Monday - Whole school Gospel assembly
● Tuesday and Wednesday - In class
● Thursday - Hymn practice
● Friday - Celebration assembly



Year Group Teachers

Miss Ali Mrs Kirwan Miss O’Flaherty



Curriculum Intent
At St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School, the curriculum is designed to: provide first hand learning experiences, allow the children 
to develop communication and interpersonal skills, build resilience and become creative, critical thinkers. Every child is 
recognised as a unique individual. We celebrate and welcome differences within our diverse school community. The ability to learn 
is underpinned by the teaching of basic skills, knowledge, concepts and values with a vision to prepare them for life beyond 
primary school.

We constantly provide enrichment opportunities to engage learning. We believe that childhood should be a happy, investigative 
and enquiring time in our lives, where there are no limits to curiosity and there is a thirst for new experiences and knowledge.

Our catholic ethos promotes an inclusive and positive attitude to learning which enables our children to be responsible members of 
society. Community involvement is an integral part of our curriculum, inviting families and visitors to facilitate learning new skills 
and sharing experiences such as assemblies, curriculum workshops, forest school sessions as well as social events. We aim to 
provide children with opportunities that reflect children’s backgrounds but also provide them with a different perspective to their 
lives.

Children leave St Joseph’s with a sense of belonging to a diverse and Christian community where they have the confidence and 
skills to make decisions, self-evaluate, make connections and become lifelong learners. Our school curriculum is underpinned by 
the school’s values: Empathy, Respect, Resilience, Responsibility, Adaptability and Ambition.

Our curriculum evolves to meet the changing needs of our children, continue to develop emotional coaching, retrieval and 
long-term memory strategies to promote children’s progress and understanding. We use a range of inclusive strategies in order to 
ensure our curriculum is accessible to all children.



How we teach English Writing

We follow the Talk for Writing process:



How we teach English Writing



How we teach handwriting



How we teach English Reading

We have guided reading every day where the children 
work on key reading skills following the reading VIPERS.

It is extremely important that children are reading at 
home daily and are being questioned to check their 
understanding. 



How we teach English Spelling

We are now using Jane Considine’s spelling approach 
which focuses on spelling rules and patterns. There are 
daily and weekly spelling activities that are built on the 
fundamentals of teaching spelling with strong phonic 
foundations.

For too long, spelling instruction has been dominated by 
endless spelling lists and a limiting reliance on 
‘look-cover-write-check’.



How we teach Maths

We follow the White Rose Scheme of learning which is 
broken down into blocks. Each block is divided into a 
series of small learning steps. Together, these small 
steps cover all the curriculum content that your child 
needs to know for Year 3.

Brain science tells us that by learning maths in small, 
related chunks, your child will remember more. We also 
ensure that we follow a concrete-pictorial-abstract 
approach for each block (see next slide).



How we teach Maths



The importance of times tables:

All children across the country will be required to know their

times tables up to 12 x 12, at the end of Year 4.

To get the children ready for the Multiplication table check,

we will be using Times Table Rock Stars regularly. We would

encourage all children to practise at home, as much as

possible, on the TTRS website using their own login details.



Autumn 1 - Tribal Tales
Talk for writing (1): Fiction - Historical/ Portal story

Talk for writing (2): Non-fiction - Leaflets about Skara Brae

Maths (1): Place value (numbers up to 1,000)

Maths: (2) Addition and Subtraction 

Religious Education: Homes & Promises

Science: Light

History: Learning about Stone Age to Iron Age 

Black History Month: Floella Benjamin/ Notting Hill Festival



Autumn 2 - Scrumdiddlyumptious
 Talk for writing (1): Fiction - Journey Tale

Talk for writing (2): Non-fiction - Discussion (Healthy Eating)

Maths (1): Addition and Subtraction

Maths (2): Multiplication and  Division

Religious Education: Promises & Visitors

Science: Animals Including Humans (healthy eating)

Geography: Where does our food come from?

Wellbeing: Anti-bullying week



Spring 1 - Tremors

Talk for writing (1): Fiction - Historical Story

Talk for writing (2): Non-fiction - Explanation

Maths (1): Multiplication & Division

Maths (2): Money & Statistics

Religious Education: Journeys & Listening and Sharing

Science: Rocks

Geography: Extreme earth - volcanoes, earthquakes

Rosa Parks Day



Spring 2 - Predator
Talk for writing (1): Fiction - Beating the Monster Tale

Talk for writing (2): Non-fiction - Instructions

Maths (1): Length

Maths (2): Perimeter

Religious Education: Giving All

History: Indus Valley

Science: Plants & Science Week

Book Week: Poetry



Summer 1 - Gods and Mortals
Talk for writing (1): Fiction - Myth / Quest Tale

Talk for writing (2): Non-fiction - Non-chronological 
report

Maths (1): Fractions

Maths (2): Time

Religious Education: Energy and Choices

Science: Scientists and Inventors

History: Ancient Greece

Ancient Greek Day



Summer 2 - Mighty Metals
Talk for writing (1): Fiction - Classic text

Talk for writing (2): Non-fiction - Newspaper Report

Maths (1): Shape

Maths (2): Mass and capacity

Religious Education: Special Places

Science: Forces and Magnets

Windrush Day



Other Important Information
Pencil cases - Preferably a small clear pencil case with colouring pencils, writing 
pencils, eraser, sharpener and glue stick.

The year 3 PE day is on a Tuesday.

Homework will be set weekly on Google Classroom, alongside the mark scheme 
for you to check your child’s progress. 

 Packed lunches, in keeping with our 'Healthy Schools' campaign, should be 
nutritionally balanced, and must not contain sweets, chocolate or fizzy drinks.  
All packed lunches must be NUT FREE.

Your child’s mid-morning snack should consist of fruit or vegetables only. This 
can include a snack bar that is considered “one of your five a day”. 

The end of day pick up time for Year 3 is at 3:05pm it is essential you are on the 
astroturf at this time. These staggered times have been put into place for a 
reason. 



How to help at home

● Try to read with your child each day, using the vipers to 
question their understanding.

● The children at school love to ‘magpie’ exciting adjectives, 
you could also note down fascinating vocabulary with them 
whilst sharing a book.  

● Involve your children with daily tasks such as calculating 
change using money/ working out the time on an analogue 
clock/ following instructions etc. Making these real life links to 
learning builds a deeper understanding. 





Your Questions Answered
Q. Where they are expected to be (targets)

A. Y3 Overview booklet to be uploaded on google 
classroom after today’s session.

Q. How will we support children at different levels in 
lessons?

A. We assess and plan on a daily basis, work is 
differentiated and support is scaffolded according to the 
needs of the individual.


